Quadrotech PST Flight Deck

Identify, migrate and eliminate PST files while modernizing your use of PST data.

PST files are poorly protected, susceptible to data leakage and easily corrupted. You can’t centralize or manage them, so tracking how many exist across the organization is challenging. In order to stay secure and compliant, organizations are now forced to perform complex PST migrations.

Quadrotech PST Flight Deck by Quest is an intelligent, automated solution that enables you to identify, migrate and eliminate PST files. You can reliably find PST files on workstations and network locations, easily identifying ownership—including shared PSTs and terminated employee files. You can then migrate PST to Office 365 or Exchange, allowing you to modernize the use of PST data within your organization.

**BENEFITS:**

- Maintain user access to PSTs throughout the migration to minimize impact on users.
- Quickly locate PSTs and identify the owner.
- Manage all tasks through a console with role-based rights across different sites.
- Filter old or irrelevant data and automatically remove duplicated data.
- Create a central backup of the uploaded data on a generic storage location.
- Organize and filter users according to department, site and other AD properties.
- View management summaries, capacity planning reports and chain of custody audits.
- Product supported in GCC and GCC High tenants.

The core module of PST Flight Deck contains the business logic, and additional modules are deployed according to the migration scenario.

**Identify, migrate and eliminate PST files with ZeroIMPACT to end users.**
INCREASE USER SATISFACTION

PST Flight Deck aims to minimize the impact to users and increase their satisfaction. Our method of moving PST files while the user has read-only access, minimizes the impact of the project and drastically reduces help desk calls.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

| PROCESSOR (CORES) | Minimum 6, 8 Recommended |
| MEMORY | Minimum 8 GB, 12 GB Recommended |
| HARD DISK SPACE | 10 GB free space |
| ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE | Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.5 or later |
| | NET Framework 3.5 and 4.5 |
| | SQL Server 2016 and later |

5 STEP PROCESS

With the understanding that not all PST migration projects are the same, Quadrotech PST Flight Deck includes a fully-managed migration service with the following capabilities to ensure success.

ZERO IMPACT TRANSITION

Maintain user access to PSTs throughout the migration to minimize impact on users and the help desk. PST Flight Deck minimizes administrator intervention wherever possible, ensuring a fast migration capable of moving up to 5 TB of data per day.

PST SEARCH AND IDENTIFICATION

Quickly locate PSTs and identify the owner. Discover files in locations that other solutions tend to exclude, such as local drives, attached USB devices and network shares. Intelligent scanning helps you accurately determine ownership to reduce administrative effort when preparing for migration. This even includes shared PSTs and terminated employees.

DE-DUPLICATION AND FILTERING

Filter old or irrelevant data and automatically remove duplicated data. This saves storage space, prevents redundant data in the target and reduces license cost for archives.

CONSOLIDATED BACK-UP

Optionally, create a central backup of the uploaded data on a generic storage location to protect the user’s data.

AUDIT-READY REPORTING

View management summaries, capacity planning reports and chain of custody audits for all users and files.

ABOUT QUEST

Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active Directory and Office 365 management, and cyber security resilience, Quest helps customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.

AZURE REQUIREMENTS

| CORE SERVER & PROCESSING NODE | Minimum D3 Virtual Machine |
| SQL | Minimum S2 Azure SQL Database |